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back to front. The racial problem is as serious as it has never been. The words

“political correctness” has become the most important.

В.В. Рудзкая

УО БГЭУ (Минск)

NEOLOGISMS IN TAXATION

Borrowing from English into Russian is not a new phenomenon by any means

and has been happening for centuries. In Russian-speaking countries the adoption of

English words is extremely common but it has always met with opposition and

criticism. However, it’s necessary to say that the English language has a substantial

influence on the linguistic situation not only on the Russian language, but also on the

majority of the languages in the world. It happens for different reasons, including

historical ones.

English began to play a very important role in the world in the XIX century but

became the most influential after World War II due to the expansion of American

influence on the rest of the world.

Today English is the language of almost all the spheres of life, especially of

economy because of its fast development and the role the USA play on the global

arena.

The aim of this work is the following

- to define the term “Anglicism”;

- to show the reasons for appearance of English loaned words in Russian;

- to show the ways of formation of Anglicisms in the Russian language;

- to provide examples of English loaned words in taxation.

The time worthiness of this paper can be explained with the problem of the

expansion of the English language into Russian. The paper helps to show the

influence of Anglicisms on the perception of the economical environment. Moreover,

it’s possible to show the ways to replace borrowed words with original Russian

words.
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To study the influence of the English language on the economical discourse

and especially on taxation special documents were examined. Also it was necessary

to study the articles in press on the topic, some scientific papers. To find the ways to

replace Anglicisms special dictionaries and glossaries were studied.

According to the Longman dictionary, Anglicism is “an English word or

phrase that is commonly used in another language”. Anglicism also, and more

properly, describes English syntax, grammar, meaning, and structure used in another

language with varying degrees of corruption.

It’s possible to mention the following reasons for appearance of Anglicisms in

the Russian language:

- new terms appear, and it’s more convenient not to give them Russian

equivalents, but to preserve the English ones, just with few amendments;

- English words seem to sound more prestigious than their Russian

equivalents;

- English terms are more universal.

There are different ways to create and to penetrate for English-borrowed words

into the Russian language:

- a lot of words are brought by means of transliteration: «инспектор»,

«аудит», «флуктуация», «статус», «департамент»;

- also English words are introduced with the help of loan translation:

«налоговый рай», «налог на продажу», «доход от ценных бумаг»,

«экологический налог», «прямой налог», «косвенный налог», «прогрессивный

налог», «регрессивный налог», «налог на добавленную стоимость»,

«таможенный режим», «недвижимое имущество»;

- English words can go through morphological changes by means of

suffixes, prefixes: «импортный», «капитальный», «амортизационный»,

«инновационный», «капитальный», «адвалорный», «дисконтированный»,

«ликвидный», «ревизор», «контролер»;
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- Sometimes appear Anglicisms, introduced by means of loan translation

but with the necessity of further explanation:  «цветочная облигация» - flower bond,

казначейская облигация, принимаемая налоговыми властями в уплату налогов

на наследство по номинальной стоимости.

Of course, it’s much easier to use English-borrowed words in taxation because

it’s time-saving, it helps the speech to sound more universal, but in order to preserve

Russian words, it would be much better to use pure Russian words:

- налоговая амортизация – списание налогов;

- декларация – заявление;

- инспектор – наблюдатель, исследователь;

- капитал – денежные средства.

On the basis of the paper it’s possible to make the following conclusions:

- Anglicisms are widely used in Russian economical discourse, in

taxation, because it’s possible to say that the USA and the UK, to some extent, are

trend-setters in the development of economics;

- Anglicisms appear to be economy devices;

- the spreading of Anglicisms is gathering pace today, because of

globalization in the sphere of economics;

- the major ways of penetration of Anglicisms into the Russian language

are loan translation and transliteration, as these ways make words be more universal;

- on the other hand, it’s better to use pure Russian words in any spheres of

life, and in taxation as well, because this way the words will be more comprehensible.
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